IBD LOWER ICE CHUTE REPLACEMENT
Instruction Sheet
PN 28-2851

Contents - 05-2905-SP
Part Number			

Description

05-2905/01			

Chute, Lower, ACIB

05-0999/01			

Lever, Chute, IBD

! WARNING
Please read all instructions before starting the installation. Turn off power to unit before beginning
installation.

Installation
1.

Remove ice bin lid.

3.

2.

Gently remvoe the merchandiser from the unit.

Locate the spring connecting the existing lower ice chute
to the upper ice chute. Detach the spring from the existing
upper ice chute by pulling up and out.
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A. Merchandiser
B. Unit

A. Upper Ice Chute
B. Lower Ice Chute
C. Spring

NOTE
For units with stainless steel merchandisers, remove
the screws from both the left and right side of the
merchandiser before removal.

4.

Remove the existing lower ice chute by carefully spreading
apart the bracket arms connected to the upper ice chute.

! ATTENTION

A

If the unit has a Low Ice Light, then the connector must
be unplugged in order to remove the merchandiser
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5.
A. Merchandiser
B. Lighting
C. Low Ice Light
Connector

A. Upper Ice Chute
B. Lower Ice Chute
C. Bracket Arm

Remove the spring, detatched in Step 3, from the lower ice
chute.
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6.

Attach the new ice chute lever (PN: 05-0999/01) to the new
lower ice chute (PN: 05-2905/01) by sliding the ice lever
bracket into place towards the bottom of the lower ice chute.
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A. New Ice Chute Lever
B. New Lower Ice Chute
C. Bracket Arm
7.

Attach the new lower ice chute assembly, installed in the
previous step, to the existing upper ice chute by aligning the
front of the lower ice chute to the upper ice chute then gently
rotate the back of the lower chute until it locks in place.

8.

Connect the spring, removed in Step 5, to the newly installed lower ice chute assembly and the existing upper ice chute.

9.

Reconnect the low ice light connector (if applicable) and reinstall merchandiser.

10. Reinstall ice bin lid.
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Please refer to the Lancer website (lancercorp.com) for more information relating to Lancer Installation and Operation
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